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Motivation

� Diversity claimed to be a benefit

� How much improvement can we expect?

� Previous experiments have limited number of 
versions - hard to do statistics

� Our work currently applied to large numbers of 
programs 

� Small programs - but conjectures testable on 
realistic programs
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Program Archive

� University of Valladolid (UVa), Spain

� Hosts a programming contest website

� ACM problems (~1000)

� UVA problems (600)

� 1000 versions (or more) per problem

� Author submits a program  (C, C++, Pascal, Java)

� Passed or failed by on-line judge

� Can submit a series of programs until accepted 
(or author gives up)

� Given source archives for selected problems
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Work so far

� Looked at different problems (varying degrees of 
difficulty)

� “displacement”

� 3n+1

� factorvisor

� Different analyses

� Failure regions of versions 

� Faults causing similar/ identical failure regions 

� Reliability improvement of diverse program pairs

� Reliability improvement of language-diverse program 
pairs
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Empirical study of fault regions

� “displacement” problem (C and Pascal)

� 2 inputs v and t

� 201 values for each parameter

� 40401 values in whole input space

� Harness used to apply test values to all versions 
and record results

� Evaluate correctness of result vs “oracle”
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Results (initial release set: v1)

� Multiple versions with exactly the same test results

� termed an equivalence class (50 classes, 2529 versions)

� due common faults in different versions (601 faulty)

� or because the version is correct 

� Computed the prob P(π) of each equivalence class

Equivalence

Class (π)
Number of

versions
P(π)

Size of Failure

Region

EC1 1928 0.762 0.000

EC2 201 0.079 1.000

EC3 189 0.075 0.495

EC4 90 0.036 0.999

EC5 27 0.011 0.990
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Analysis of cause

� EC1 Correct answer

� EC2 Range of causes - program always fails

� EC3 Contest Host spec. discrepancy
- Web and PDF specs different
- displacement rather than distance

� EC4 Input loop problem
- only computes first result correctly

� EC5 Variable declaration error

� Same faults in vFinal set - but less of them
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Example Failure Regions
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Derivation of difficulty function

� “Difficulty” is average prob. of failure for input (x)

� Weighted average over all failure regions

� Key concept in diversity theory

� “flat” difficulty implies reliability improvement close to 
independence assumption

∑ Ρ=

π

ππωθ )(),()( xx
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v1 Difficulty function 

� “step” due 
to spec-
related 
fault - EC3

� Lowest at 
v=0, t=0

� generally 
quite “flat”
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vFinal (adjusted)

� Lower 
prob.

� Nearly flat

� lowest at 
t=0, v=0
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Mean difficulty values

Mean Value of θ

Program Population Unadjusted Adjusted

v1 0.186 0.161

vFinal 0.064 0.058

� As you might expect - higher proportion of correct 
versions in the final submissions by each author

� High number of correct versions (easy problem)
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Impact on reliability

� Can compute average failure prob. for one version 
and pair of versions:

� Don’t know input profile P(x), so assume all inputs 
equally likely

∑ Ρ=

x
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Comparison vs. indep. assumption

Programs pfd1 pfd2 pfd1
2 (indep)

v1 0.186 0.0361 0.0347

v1 adjusted 0.161 0.0260 0.0260

vFinal 0.064 0.0042 0.0041

vFinal adjusted 0.058 0.0033 0.0033

� Fail probability of pair, pfd2 ~ pfd1
2 

� i.e. close to independence assumption
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Further study

� Apparently good result, nearly an order of 
magnitude improvement

� How general is this?

� Did similar study on the “3n+1” example +

� effect of language diversity

� effect of pre-release testing on reliability improvement
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“3n+1” failure regions

� Related to common programming errors

� Some failure regions a combination of “basic”
patterns.

d) f) g) h)

i) j)  k} l) m)
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Typical faults

� Omitted case (i >j)

� Loop start or end value out by one

� Swapped output values

� Calculation error
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3n+1 difficulty function

� Surface largely determined by the high prob. of 
including a “triangle” fault
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Impact of testing

� Difficulty function likely to change if there is pre-
release testing

� large faults are removed first

� surface changes - gets more bumpy

� Measured expected reliability improvement

� discard largest program versions

� calculate pfd(single), pfd(pair), and ratio for remaining 
versions
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Reliability improvement

� “Plateau” improvement  ~ 100 times single ver

� Diagonal is the “ideal” (independence assumption)
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Why a plateau?

� Testing tends to reduce population of different 
programs

� Can end up with only one failure pattern left

� Improvement depends on likelihood that this 
pattern will occur in both versions

� e.g. for 100 fold improvement, need a 1% prob of 
being present in a version.
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Forced diversity

� In theory “forced diversity” can result in higher 
reliability improvement

� Different difficulty functions for the two versions

� Difficulty “peaks” in on version could coincide with 
“trough” in the other”

� Theoretically possible to do better than independence

� In this case look at language diversity
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Effect of language diversity

� Similar for high and low pfd

� 2/3 better in middle if diverse languages used
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Why lang. diversity improvement?

� Some characteristic faults less likely in Pascal

� Language constructs closer to spec.

� FOR loop error (start or end index omitted)
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Realism issues

� Programmers atypical?

� Amateurs /students -

� Problem atypical?

� Much simpler than “real” programs

� Process atypical?

� Non-standard dev./test process

� No feedback of failure cases from on-line judge

� No guarantee of independence

� Author effectively anonymous

� Identification by author email address alone
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However

� Some programmers very good (international 
competitors)

� Problems similar to “programming in the small”

� like a module of a large program

� own experience of commercial software shows there are 
quite few localised faults - like the faults we identified
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Conclusions

� Get a lot of similar faults in diverse versions

� Difficulty function intially “flat”

� mainly due to a lot of “large” program faults 
+ a lot of perfect versions

� remaining faults just “noise” on difficulty surface

� So ave.  pfd improvement ~ independence

� If larger fault removed - surface more bumpy

� ave pfd improvement < independence

� Can get “plateau” - dominated by occurrence prob 
of smallest fault (100 fold in our case)
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Relevance to real software

� Patterns observed in simple examples could lead 
to conjectures about real software, e.g.

� Difficulty likely to differ at boundary values of function

� Conjectures can be tested on real software

� have access to industrial software and faults (smart 
sensor software, etc)
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Future work

� Archive offers a lot of scope for further research:

� Similar analyses for different problems

� Impact of programming language, programmer 
expertise, problem complexity ..

� Testing conjectures on industrial examples


